
A company is known by its assets and value for asset on time. Management of fixed or movable assets is a 
major challenge  for  any organization. Dolphin  Asset  Tracking  System  not only  simplifies the process  of 
managing, locating, auditing and verifying assets but also helps in maintaining complete assets with automated  
processes for accurate tracing.

With features like live verification with customizable setting  of rules to group of assets during in/out process, 
auto image popup, DATS proves as a very user friendly and unique tool.
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What  is RFID technology ?
Radio Frequency identification is an emerging technology which helps automate the existing 
manual/semi-automated processes. Dolphin RFID is a company which is fully dedicated to 
providing end-to-end RFID solutions and helping maintain them through the lifecycle. Dolphin 
RFID systems help integrate varied RFID readers from technology leaders and also integrates 
with the existing applications (including ERPs) thus making it simple for the end users to 
assimilate the technology.

Fully Automated RFID Solutions for Asset Tracking System
Dolphin Asset Tracking System (DATS) provides fully computerized assets 
tracking and management solution with the cutting edge RFID technology, 
avoiding the need for manual record registers for location tracing & 
movement tracking. Automated integrations for importing of Data from 
users and existing inventory systems, auto RF tag mapping and labeling 
facility, asset splitting with various groups and numbers and many more 
features of verification and auditing makes life easy for Stores Managerial 
Sta�.

Easy to Use Technology with DATS Hand Held Client
Utilizing new edge technology makes solution installations and 
implementations very easy with w experienced professionals in RFID 
technology. DATS Hand Held solutions are easy to use, integrate a 
implement at any existing setups for small size to large size of asset 
management requirements.

Flexibility to Enhance and Expand Strengths
Modularized Enhance & Expansion of strength with Dolphin RFID solutions 
according to the flexibility of your business requirements is certainly a 
strong point. The enhancement for pre installed and / or additional 
requirements is easy with Dolphin RFID's strong support for technical 
understanding and research and development center. Your business 
knowledge and innovative ideas can be delivered as 'think and get' 
solutions is achievable with DOLPHIN Team as we understand that 
'Flexibility means more Business'.

Prompt and Sophisticated Searching
The base of RFID implementations is Provide Tagged Item Information on a 
click with Prompt and sophist Search output. DATS provides flexibility to 
search records and trace of asset with almost all parameters provi it with 
multiple sorting options for better data accessibility and readability.

Remote/Pocket Data for ONLINE and OFFLINE Network
As centralized servers with large data solutions are required, similarly end 
user also needs a limited data by locations or by requirements. DATS 
provides a compact data carrying device for asset monitoring, listing, 
searching and auditing and verification system with Online as well as O�ine 
network functionality. With these features like asset data & image 
accessibility to identify assets with auditing or verifying assets in multiples of 
kilometers of warehouse area is very e�ective and easy process for 
warehouse sta�.


